
From the 16th century to the present day 

In Venegazzù di Volpago del Montello, on the slo-
pes of the Riviera of the same name, in the heart of 
the Alta Marca Trevigiana (north of Venice), the 60 
hectares of the vineyards of the Conte Loredan Ga-
sparini farm extend. Area historically suited to the 
production of fine wines, so much so that in the di-
stant 1590 the historian Bonifacio wove praise in 
his "Historia Trevigiana" claiming that "It has the 
countryside of Trevigi woods useful for many 
woods and for hunting ... The land produces ( …) 
Excellent wines and the best is that of the Montello 
Riviera ”, consisting of clay soils rich in iron and 
mineral components. 

Founded in the 1950s by Count Piero Loredan, di-
rect descendant of the Doge of Venice Leonardo 
Loredan (who chose the territory of "Vignigazzu" 
to establish his home in a splendid Palladian villa), 
the company passed in 1973 to the current owner 
Giancarlo Ball. From the beginning, the founder 
planted the vineyards of Cabernet Sauvignon, Ca-
bernet Franc, Merlot and Malbec in the company 
estates to produce wines of high quality, adopting 
respect and deep respect as a production philosophy 
(which remained a firm point of the company) en-
hancement of the vine / territory link. 

Behind a great wine, a man and a passion 

The Second World War had just passed when, at 
the end of the 1940s, Count Piero Loredan sensed 
that something extraordinary was possible in the 
Venegazzù (TV) area: a wine of the highest quality. 

A truly extraordinary quality in an absolute sense 
but even more for the territory. A territory that until 
then had shown great potential, but had never yet 
found any man with love for wine and passion for 
quality.So in 1951 the first "Rosso di Venegazzù" 
was born Four elements of our in our TERRITO-
RY: a beautiful work of Nature that we try to re-
spect in various ways ... by consuming energy only 
from renewable sources and increasingly limiting 
the environmental impact of our human activity. 

Our LOVE FOR WINE: which is something irratio-
nal that comes from the bottom of our heart. 

Our PASSION FOR QUALITY: which is a rational 
and continuous tension in search of an ideal of Wi-
ne, which does not want to be an expression of an 
absolute style, an end in itself, but of a unique ter-
roir: that of Venegazzù. 

So one of our TERROIRs, a synthesis of the infinite 
interactions of the Environment with us living 
beings who inhabit it, with all our traditions. A ba-
lance of forces and energies characteristic of a     
defined, unique and unrepeatable place. 
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